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About This Content

This outfit makes Lara look like a jungle warfare guerilla (single player outfit).
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Title: Tomb Raider: Guerilla Skin
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Crystal Dynamics, Eidos-Montréal, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
Square Enix, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Release Date: 26 Mar, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP Service Pack 3, Windows Vista,7,8 (32bit/64bit)

Processor:Dual core CPU: AMD Athlon64 X2 2.1 Ghz (4050+), Intel Core2 Duo 1.86 Ghz (E6300)

Memory:1GB Memory (2GB on Vista)

Graphics:DirectX 9 graphics card with 512Mb Video RAM: AMD Radeon HD 2600 XT, nVidia 8600

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:12 GB HD space

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Traditional Chinese,Russian,Polish,Dutch,Czech,Arabic
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Although the game's not entirely bad, there's a few issues with how the physics work. Some of the missions are hampered by the
game's own mechanics.. Good quality and open world, but srsly, whoever made those missions should be fired... The graphics
are IN NEED OF UPDATING. The AI people in the depot who share their stories are diverse in missions. Platform people
seem to be having trouble entering train. Game playing seems sharp on some curves that even at 19mph it’s too fast. Realistic
feeling is good, having to control doors, lights and others from keyboard is a learning curve. Using a gaming laptop without
numeric keyboard was a challenge until I just change controls to keys not already in use. No joy stick control available in this
game “yet-hint hint”.

I know this route; I grew up in NYC and rode the #7 train many times. It brought back many memories. Cab and other views are
nice and since I’m using a laptop I had to test graphics setting to suit my playing experience. There was some “stuttering” but I
un-ticked the AA box and it ran much smoother for me. The game is, as others have mentioned frame rate intensive. You can
set the conductor’s AI if you don’t feel like switching back and forth from drivers to conductors cab. If doing so you have to line
up train at platform for doors to open automatically.

I have had the game freeze, only to restart by power off/on button. Again, just lowered a setting in graphics. No crash report box
appeared then. I did have two other crash issues in which a dialog box popped up where you can add your experience before the
crash. Very convenient. Weather is another issue; rain and snow. Snow looks like driving through fog with snowflakes.

When things settled down after install, game ran well. I like the interaction. There is room for improvement and I hope they are
listening.
. Before, my PC was running really fast, thinking this'd help, it acually broke it even more, deleted my driver data, i hate it,
avoid at all costs.. I've only had a played about 90 minutes so far, but I intend to play a lot more! The game has been
thoughtfully made and the general feel of the game is great. The submarine control felt slightly unusual to me at first, but I soon
got used to this. I'd highly recommend giving the game a go, it's well worth it at this price!. I do not recommend this game for
anyone over the age of 8. There is little to no challenge even on the highest difficulty, the voices are dreadfully squeaky and
annoying and the music is barely tolerable. I bought this game for 29 cents and I still feel as if it was a complete waste of
money.. Beatiful graphics (ﾉ◕ヮ◕)ﾉ*:･ﾟ✧. Player Bases.
☐ Kids.
☑ Everyone.
☐ Mature.
☐ Casual Players.
☐ Pro players.

Graphics.
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☐ Potato.
☐ Really Bad.
☑ Bad.
☐ OK.
☐ Good.
☐ Beautiful.
☐ Masterpiece.

Price.
☐ Full Price.
☐ Wait For Sale.
☐ Refund It If You Can.
☑ Don't Buy It.
☐ Free.

Requirements.
☑ Minimum.
☐ Medium.
☐ Fast.
☐ High End.
☐ Super Computer.

Difficulty.
☐ Easy.
☐ Medium.
☑ Hard.
☐ Very Hard.
☐ Death March.
☐ Dark Souls.

Game length.
☐ Really Short. ( 0 - 2 hours)
☐ Short. ( 2 - 8 hours)
☐ Medium. ( 8 - 16 hours)
☐ Long. ( 16+ hours)
☑ Endless.

Story.
☑ It Doesn't Have One.
☐ Horrible.
☐ Ok.
☐ Average.
☐ Good.
☐ Fantastic.

Cinematic/Art.
☑ It Doesn't Have.
☐ Horrible.
☐ Ok.
☐ Average.
☐ Good.
☐ Like Watching A Movie.

Music/Sound.
☑ Horrible.
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☐ Decent.
☐ Average.
☐ Good.
☐ Amazing.

Gameplay.
☐ Terrible.
☑ Ok.
☐ Average.
☐ Good.
☐ Fantastic.

Bugs.
☐ Game Itself Is One Big BUG.
☑ Game Breaking Bugs.
☐ Lots of bugs.
☐ Few Bugs.
☐ Nothing.

Others.
Multiplayer: ☑
Singleplayer: ☑

Final Score:
1/10

Not Recommended at all!. I could have used about 1,000 more levels. It was cute. VERY short.
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This is a fun multi-player online game. I remember first playing it at the Experiance Music Project in WA. I wish it was more
popular so it would be easier to find other people to play with online.. Hands down the best game i have ever played, I can't wait
until they release a GOTY version. Space Invaders Clone with some Upgrades
This would be a fun waste of a few hours but....

LAAAAAAAAAGGGGGGGGGGGG
Gross.

https://youtu.be/V10lUmjxznU. Good game but no unlimited mode?. A good enough point and click, would reccomend to fans
of the genre even if it is too adventure game-y and arbitrary at times. It kept me engaged for a good few hours.

What the in god's name was that ending though? Real talk.
I have no idea what the developers were thinking. Just because it still seems to be an issue with Negative Reviews.

Great Items but their use depends on your Play Style

In the First Bunker at that Very Beginning of the Game, The Items are in the Trunk.
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